Discover new communication possibilities by enabling cross platform interoperability between all of your collaboration devices. The Univago Enterprise Gateway service allows you to use Yorktel’s Cloud platform as an interoperability gateway or external B2B gateway to make calls between your legacy room systems, WebRTC clients and Skype for Business.

**B2B Communication Made Simple**
Any-to-any interoperability means having meetings with customers and partners over video is as simple as picking up a phone. Univago allows users on disparate systems to meet and communicate seamlessly.

**Connect Anything to Lync or Skype**
Univago lets your Skype for Business users experience HD video, audio, presentation sharing and chat with your legacy video conferencing rooms. Supports Skype for Business O365 as well as on prem Skype and Lync 2013.

**Get More Out of Your Legacy Systems**
Get more out of your existing devices by enabling your Skype for Business, WebRTC and legacy systems to communicate without the trouble and expense of a new infrastructure deployment.
The Univago Enterprise Gateway service provides the technical infrastructure to convert one protocol or standard to another, completely in the cloud, so you can use your various devices together seamlessly. Univago gateway services work by enabling a number or address that forwards to other protocols. For example, an H.323 or SIP based system is able to dial a Skype users by dialing “name.company@univago.com”. The gateway interprets the number or address and uses it to connect you to the intended user or device.

Univago Gateway finds, converts and forwards the call to the appropriate user or device.

How It Works

A Global Service

Univago Enterprise Gateway utilizes a unique software-based distributed architecture with datacenters in North America, EMEA and APAC providing regional points of presence. Without a distributed architecture, all calls are routed through a single centralized gateway, introducing potential quality issues such as packet loss or latency that causes poor audio and video. With Univago Enterprise Gateway, meeting participants are routed to the closest gateway resource in their region, improving their meeting experience by reducing additional latency. Allowing you to focus more on the conversation and less on the technology.